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We consider diffeomorphism violation, which is parameterized by nondynamical background fields
of the gravitational Standard-Model Extension (SME), and study its effects on the time evolution of
the Universe. Our goal is to identify background field configurations that imply stages of accelerated
expansion without exotic forms of matter and radiation present. Although our approach gives rise to
a set of restrictive conditions, configurations are encountered that exhibit this property or show other
interesting behaviors. The findings of our article, which is among the first to apply the SME to a
cosmological setting, provide an initial understanding of how to technically incorporate background
fields into the cosmological evolution equations and what their phenomenological impact may be.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Luminosity distances of type Ia supernovae confirm
that the current expansion of the Universe is accelerating [1–4]. Scans of temperature fluctuations in the cosmic microwave background recorded by WMAP [5, 6]
and Planck [7], the detection of baryon acoustic oscillations [8, 9] as well as the Dark Energy Survey [10] further corroborate this finding. However, the nature of the
fundamental physics responsible for this acceleration remains a complete mystery. Thus, Turner [11] coined the
term Dark Energy to refer to its exotic and completely
unknown character. Studying the dynamics of mechanisms that imply a stage of accelerated expansion is a
hot topic in cosmology.
The standard picture, called ΛCDM, describes Dark
Energy via a cosmological constant Λ, which Einstein
first of all introduced to keep the Universe static [12]. Although cosmological data strongly disfavor a steady-state
Universe, a nonzero cosmological constant has found a
resurgence. After all, a positive value of Λ is associated
with a constant, homogeneous energy density permeating space, which could, indeed, drive a stage of accelerated expansion of the Universe. Assuming that the
ΛCDM model is correct [13], Dark Energy would contribute around 68% to the overall energy content of the
Universe [7]. Although the ΛCDM model describes the
current observations well, the smallness of the cosmological constant [14] is still a conundrum [15]. On the one
hand, alternatives have been proposed to give a satisfactory explanation of the nature of Dark Energy without
introducing a cosmological constant such as the phantom
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model [16, 17], quintessence [18–22], and k-essence [23–
26]. Furthermore, there are approaches, e.g., q-theory
[27–29], whose objective is to provide an explanation for
the actual minuscule value of the cosmological constant.
On the other hand, an accelerated expansion of the
Universe is not only a matter of the current epoch. An
early expansion is believed to have occurred in a process
called inflation, which solves issues of the standard Big
Bang such as the horizon and flatness problems [30–33]
(see, e.g., Refs. [34–36] for recent reviews on these particular issues, amongst other prominent topics in cosmology). As in the case of Dark Energy, there is no consensus
on the exact model that explains this phenomenon, but
they vary in the shape of the potential as well as the
framework they are embedded in. However, the common
feature is the presence of a scalar field within a slow-roll
regime. The reader may wish to consult Ref. [37], which
provides an excellent review focusing on the basics of inflation.
Therefore, the exact root cause of stages where the expansion of the Universe is accelerated remains an open
problem. Specific models are usually constructed by incorporating exotic sources of matter and radiation in addition to baryonic matter and electromagnetic radiation.
Our interest in this paper is to generate an accelerated
stage with only standard matter and radiation present.
To do so, we modify General Relativity (GR) by introducing nondynamical background fields that violate diffeomorphism invariance.
Diffeomorphism invariance is the symmetry behind
the dynamical spacetime structure incorporated in GR,
which describes the gravitational laws of nature predominantly important at macroscopic length scales. Candidate fundamental theories such as string theory [38–42]
and loop quantum gravity [43, 44] as well as noncommutative spacetime geometry [45–47], spacetime foam [48–
50], the implementation of nontrivial spacetime topologies [51–54], and UV completions of GR, e.g., Hořava-
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Lifshitz gravity [55, 56] have been demonstrated to imply a breakdown of Lorentz invariance. A fundamental
energy scale is associated with Lorentz symmetry violation and the latter usually coincides with the Planck energy. Such effects would be strongly suppressed at much
lower energies, but are still likely to leave fingerprints. In
the presence of a gravitational field, the counterpart of
(global) Lorentz violation is a breakdown of the fundamental symmetries of GR, i.e., local Lorentz symmetry
on the one hand and diffeomorphism invariance on the
other. Our focus is on the latter.
Any departure from diffeomorphism symmetry is expected to have strong consequences on the time evolution
of the Universe. From a formal point of view, the Hamiltonian formulation [57–62] reveals that diffeomorphism
violation may alter the constraint structure and algebra
of GR [63]. As a part of searches for Planck scale effects
in gravity the possibility of background fields breaking
diffeomorphism symmetry has been considered within an
effective field theory framework known as the gravitational Standard-Model Extension (SME) [64–68]. First
bounds on diffeomorphism violation via modified, nondynamical spin-gravity couplings were determined in the
recent papers [69, 70]. The gravitational SME provides
one powerful branch among the numerous possibilities of
modifying GR that are on the market [71–76]. It covers
particular modified-gravity theories such as Brans-Dicke
theory [77] and dRGT massive gravity [78] where the
connection to the latter was established in Ref. [56].
The Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) decomposition of
spacetime [57, 62, 79] serves as the formal foundation for
establishing the Hamiltonian formulation of a modifiedgravity theory based on the gravitational SME [80–
82]. Our recent results presented in Ref. [82] show that
the Hamiltonian formulation of the gravitational SME,
whose construction we focused on in Ref. [81], is consistent with the covariant approach developed earlier in
Refs. [64, 65]. This outcome provides a strong foundation that the current paper can rest on, since we will also
make use of the ADM formalism.
The objective of this new analysis is to investigate the
time evolution of the Universe in the presence of the nondynamical background fields considered in Refs. [81, 82].
In particular, we are interested in constructing scenarios of accelerated expansion without the need of exotic
matter or radiation. A crucial feature of our approach is
that it is perturbatively connected to the standard scenario, i.e., setting all background fields to zero reproduces
standard cosmology. To the best of our knowledge, only
a handful of papers have been written on the physics
of the gravitational SME at cosmological scales, such as
Refs. [80, 83, 84]. Thus, the purpose of the present work
is to complement the sparse exploration of this interesting topic carried out until now.
Our paper is structured as follows. Section II introduces the model, discusses its theoretical foundations,
and sets the base for studying modified cosmologies in
the remainder of the text. Section III describes how to

derive the first and second modified Friedmann equations
from the ADM-decomposed action of the model as well as
the modified Einstein equations. We are doing so for all
background field configurations simultaneously. To simplify the first part of the analysis, the background fields
are assumed to be static, i.e., unaffected by the cosmological expansion itself. In Sec. IV we search for specific
background field configurations that lead to stages of accelerated expansion. Standard matter and radiation only
are taken into consideration. Here, we analyze each type
of background field separately. Section V is dedicated
to the generic case of time-dependent background fields,
which is an extension of the computations performed in
Sec. IV. Finally, our findings are concluded on in Sec. VI.
Appendix A is devoted to deriving an alternative version
of the second modified Friedmann equation by different
means. Although the latter is not made use of in the
main body of the paper, it is presented and commented
on for completeness. Natural units are employed with
~ = c = 8πGN = 1 unless otherwise stated. Furthermore, the metric signature is (−, +, +, +). The Mathematica packages xTensor [85] and OGRe [86] turned
out to be highly beneficial for symbolic and explicit computations involving tensors and covariant derivatives in
curved spacetimes.
II.

MODEL AND CHARACTERISTICS

We consider a modification of the Einstein-Hilbert action with a cosmological constant Λ [64, 68]:
Z
S=
d4 x (L(0) + LSME ) + Sm ,
(1a)
M

√

−g (4)
( R − 2Λ) ,
(1b)
2
√
−g
T
=
(−u(4) R + sµν (4) Rµν
+ tµνρσ (4) Cµνρσ ) ,
2
(1c)

L(0) =
LSME

with the four-dimensional spacetime metric gµν of the
spacetime manifold M where g := det(gµν ). The traceT
less Ricci tensor is denoted as (4) Rµν
, the Ricci scalar is
(4)
(4) µ
defined by R := R µ , as usual, and (4) Cµνρσ constitutes the Weyl tensor. Furthermore, u is a scalarvalued and sµν , tµν%σ are tensor-valued nondynamical
background fields depending on the spacetime coordinates. The part Sm corresponds to the matter action,
which remains unspecified at this point.
The property of the background fields u, sµν , and tµν%σ
being both nondynamical and coordinate-dependent implies a breakdown of diffeomorphism invariance. Inferred
background fields that carry local-coordinate indices can
be defined by transforming u, sµν , and tµν%σ to a local inertial reference frame via a background vierbein [68]. The
latter give rise to preferred directions in freely falling inertial frames, which implies local Lorentz violation, too.
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Several papers such as Refs. [87, 88] clarified that
the physics related to the fourth-rank tensor background
tµν%σ is involved. Hence, we will be working in a setting
where the latter is discarded, such that our final model
is described by the action
√
Z
i
−g h
4
(1 − u)(4) R + sµν (4) Rµν − 2Λ + Sm .
S=
d x
2
M
(2)
In comparison to Eq. (1), the trace of the Ricci tensor
is kept for simplicity. In the remainder of the paper,
the consequences of diffeomorphism symmetry violation
parameterized by u, sµν on cosmological evolution ought
to be studied. Performing the ADM decomposition of the
spacetime manifold M is valuable in this context. The
infinitesimal path length interval squared is then cast into
the form
ds2 = −(N 2 − Ni N i )dt2 + 2Ni dxi dt + hij dxi dxj , (3)
where N is the lapse function, N a denote the shift vector
components, and hab is the induced metric in a threedimensional hypersurface Σt of the foliation. In the following, we will also employ the projector hµν into Σt as
well as the vector nµ = (1/N, −N i /N ) orthogonal to Σt
and the associated covector nµ = (−N, 0, 0, 0), which are
frequently in use within the ADM formalism. We can
then decompose the action of Eq. (2) as
Z
S=
dtd3 x LADM + Sm ,
(4a)
M
(s)

(s)

LADM = L(0) + L(u) + L1 + L2 + L0(s) ,
L

L

(0)

(u)

(s)

L1

(s)
L2

(4b)

√ 
N h 2
2
=
Lm K − Di Di N + R − 2Λ
2
N
N

+ K 2 + Kij K ij ,
(4c)
√ 
N h
=
− u(R − K 2 + Kij K ij )
2

2
i
+ (KLm u + uDi D N ) ,
N
√ 
N h
1
− (Kij Lm sij + sij Di Dj N )
=
2
N

+ sij (Rij − 2Ki l Klj ) ,

(4d)

(4e)

√ 


N h nn 1
i
ij
2
=
s
Di D N − K Kij + K
2
N

1
nn
,
(4f)
+ KLm s
N
√

L0(s) =


N h  in
2s (Di K − Dl K li ) ,
2

(4g)

with h := det(hij ), the Ricci tensor Rij defined in Σt , and
the corresponding Ricci scalar R := Rii . The extrinsiccurvature tensor Kij is given by
Kij =

1
(ḣij − Di Nj − Dj Ni ) ,
2N

(5)

where the dot denotes a time derivative. We also employ
its trace K := K ii as well as the Lie derivative [89] of the
extrinsic-curvature tensor with respect to the four-vector
mµ := N nµ . The latter reads
Lm Kij = K̇ij − LN Kij ,

(6)

with the Lie derivative LN for the shift vector. Furthermore, sij := hiµ hj ν sµν is the piece of sµν that is completely projected into Σt . We will be referring to it as the
(purely spacelike) tensorial part. Also, sin := hiµ nν sµν is
understood as a vector-valued part and snn := sµν nµ nν
as the purely timelike contribution, which lives in the direction orthogonal to Σt . The coefficients sin and snn are
taken as new, independent degrees of freedom. An important thing to bear in mind is that the coefficients sin
were demonstrated to be gauge degrees of freedom [81].
Therefore, L0(s) of Eq. (4f) will be discarded in the remainder of the paper.
It is valuable to reformulate the action of Eq. (4) such
that the Lie derivatives act on the background fields instead of the extrinsic curvature. To do so, the following
identities are valuable:


2
2
u
Lm K = 2∇µ (nµ Ku) − 2uK 2 − KLm u ,
N
N
(7a)


1
sij
Lm Kij = ∇µ (nµ Kij sij ) − KKij sij
N
1
(7b)
− Kij Lm sij ,
N


1
−snn
Lm K = −∇µ (nµ Ksnn ) + K 2 snn
N
1
(7c)
+ KLm snn .
N
In this context, we must refer to another important property of Eq. (2), which was emphasized in Ref. [81]. By
adding suitable modified Gibbons-Hawking-York boundary terms [72, 90–92] to the ADM-decomposed action,
the total derivatives in Eq. (7) can be discarded.
As a first step of our study, we introduce some simplifications to the modified-gravity theory defined by Eq. (2).
Let us impose the following conditions on the background
fields:
Lm u = Lm sij = Lm snn = 0 .

(8)

As we shall see later, the latter requirements imply that
u and sµν are time-independent in Gaussian normal coordinates [79], which leads to vast computational simplifications. From a physical perspective, the background
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fields are then static and remain unmodified in the course
of cosmological expansion. We think that this scenario is
a reasonable point to start a first investigation from, but
Eq. (8) will be dropped in a forthcoming chapter of the
paper.
We also redefine the extrinsic curvature via
Eij
E
Kij =:
, K =:
,
(9)
N
N
with the quantities Eij and E that are frequently employed in cosmology. As Kij and K scale with 1/N , the
latter Eij and E do not depend on the lapse function,
anymore. Based on all these ingredients, the action of
Eq. (4) can be cast into the form
Z
S=
dtd3 x (L(0) + L(u) + L(1) + L(2) ) + Sm ,
M

(10a)

In the ADM formalism this relationship is equivalent to
√
δSm
h
=−
N (Tm )µν .
(14)
µν
δg
2
By using δg 00 /δN = 2/N 3 and δg 0i /δN i = 1/N 2 , the
variations of the matter action with respect to the lapse
function and the shift vector, respectively, read
N 2 δSm
= (N 2 − Ni N i )2 ρ
−√
h δN



1
+ (N 2 − Ni N i )2 1 − 2
N
Ni N i
− 2(N 2 − Ni N i )
N2  

i j
N N
P,
+ Ni Nj hij −
N2

(15a)

√

(0)

L



h
1
ij
2
N R − 2Λ + 2 (Eij E − E ) ,
=
2
N

√

2N δSm
−√
= (Nk N k − N 2 )Ni ρ
h δN i



1
k
2
+ (Nk N − N )Ni 1 − 2
N
j
N
Nj
+ (Nk N k − N 2 )hij 2 + Ni Nj 2
N
N


j k
N
N
+ Nj hik hjk −
P . (15b)
N2

(10d)

√

As of now, we will take the conditions of Eq. (8) into
account. Then, a variation of Eq. (10) for N gives


1
ij
2
0 = (1 − u) R − 2 (Eij E − E )
N

(10e)

+ 2Di Di u − Di Dj sij + sij Rij
2
+ 2 sij Ei l Elj + Di Di snn
N
1
2 δSm
+ 2 snn (E ij Eij − E 2 ) − 2Λ + √
,
N
h δN

(10b)

√
(u)

L

(s)
L1

(s)
L2

=

 

2 E
h
N
Lm u + uDi Di N
2
N N


1
− u R + 2 (Eij E ij − E 2 )
, (10c)
N




1 Eij
h
ij
ij
=
N −
Lm s + s Di Dj N
2
N
N


2
ij
l
+s
Rij − 2 Ei Elj
,
N
=

 

h
1 E
N
Lm snn + snn Di Di N
2
N N

snn
+ 2 (E 2 − E ij Eij ) .
N

Matter ought to be modeled as a perfect fluid described
by an energy-momentum tensor (Tm )µν that is chosen
as [79]
(Tm )

µν

µ

ν

= (ρ + P )U U + P g

µν

,

(11)

where ρ is the fluid density, P its pressure, and U µ its
four-velocity. It is common to consider a fluid at rest
such that U µ = (1, 0, 0, 0). Hence,
(Tm )00 = ρ + (1 + g 00 )P ,
0i

(Tm )

0i

(12a)

=g P,

(12b)

(Tm )ij = g ij P .

(12c)

In contrast to the gravity sector, the matter sector is
conventional, whereupon we will take this choice, too.
The stress-energy tensor is computed from the matter
action Sm , as usual:
(Tm )µν

2 δSm
= −√
.
−g δg µν

(13)

and varying Eq. (10) for Nk implies
 h
1
(1 − u − snn )(E ik − hik E)
0 = 2Di
N
i
2 δSm
ij k
jk i
−s E j −s Ej
+√
.
h δN k

(16a)

(16b)

The latter constraints will play a significant role in the
forthcoming phenomenological analysis.
III. COSMOLOGY WITH
DIFFEOMORPHISM-VIOLATING
BACKGROUND FIELDS

To study the implications of the modified-gravity theory of Eq. (2) on cosmology, we would have to solve the
associated modified Einstein equations, which is a highly
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challenging task. To avoid this arduous pathway, we
will be working with a Friedmann-Lemaı̂tre-RobertsonWalker (FLRW) metric without perturbations:
ds2 = −dt2 + hij dxi dxj ,

hij = a(t)2 g̃ij ,

(17a)

with the cosmic scale factor a(t) and the timeindependent spatial part of the spacetime metric given
by


dr2
2
2
2
2
2
+ r dθ + r sin θ dφ
,
(17b)
g̃ij =
1 − kr2
in three-dimensional spherical coordinates (r, θ, φ) where
k ∈ {−1, 0, 1} represents the scalar curvature of an open,
flat, and closed Universe, respectively. The FLRW metric rests on the assumptions of homogeneity of spacetime
and spatial isotropy. Thus, at first it seems odd why
the FLRW metric should be compatible with Eq. (2),
which violates diffeomorphism invariance as well as local Lorentz invariance in freely falling inertial reference
frames.
However, one must keep in mind that deviations from
GR have not been found, so far. The background fields u
and sµν are effective descriptions of possible Planck scale
phenomena. So it is a very reasonable assumption that
alterations of the FLRW metric of Eq. (17) are strongly
suppressed. Then the FLRW metric is a wise choice to
base a first study of the cosmological effects of Eq. (2) on.
This procedure is corroborated by the tight experimental
bounds on SME coefficients compiled in Ref. [93].
By employing the form of Eq. (17), a direct comparison between Eq. (3) and Eq. (17) reveals that N = 1 and
N i = 0. These choices correspond to using Gaussian normal coordinates. Then, the functional derivatives of the
ADM-decomposed matter action presented in Eq. (15)
collapse to more convenient results:
√
δSm
= − hρ ,
δN

(18a)

δSm
= 0.
δN i

(18b)

Furthermore, a straightforward computation of the Ricci
tensor and Ricci scalar of the spatial part of the FLRW
metric stated in Eq. (17b) results in
Rij =

2k
hij ,
a2

(19a)

k
.
a2

(19b)

R=6

A slew of valuable identities follows from Eq. (5) and the
metric of Eq. (17):
Eij = Hhij ,

(20a)

Ėij = 2aȧH g̃ij + a2 Ḣ g̃ij = (2H 2 + Ḣ)hij ,

(20b)

d
(Ekl hki hlj ) = Ėkl hki hlj + E il ḣlj + Ek j ḣki
dt
= (2H 2 + Ḣ)hij − 4H 2 hij

Ė ij =

= (−2H 2 + Ḣ)hij ,

(20c)

d
(Eij hij ) = Ėij hij + Eij ḣij
dt
= 3(2H 2 + Ḣ) − 6H 2 = 3Ḣ ,

(20d)

Ė =

Eij E ij = hri hsj Eij Ers
1
= 4 δ ri δ sj a4 H 2 δij δrs = 3H 2 ,
a
E = hij Eij =

1 ij 2
δ a Hδij = 3H ,
a2

Ei l Elj = hlr Eir Elj = H 2 hij ,

(20e)
(20f)
(20g)

where H := ȧ/a is the Hubble parameter. These relations
allow us to reformulate the constraints of Eqs. (16a),
(16b). Doing so for the first leads to

1
k
H2 =
ρ + Λ − 3Υ 2 − Di Di u
3Ξ
a

1
1
− Di Di snn + Di Dj sij ,
(21a)
2
2
with the definitions
Υ := 1 − u +

s
,
3

Ξ := Υ − snn ,

(21b)

which are introduced for brevity. Furthermore, we define
the trace of sij via s := sij hij = a2 sij g̃ij . The reformulated second constraint reads
 

0 = 4Di H (1 − u − snn )hik + sik
.
(22)
Equation (21) is interpreted as the first modified Friedmann equation of a cosmological evolution based on
Eq. (2). Notice that the first standard Friedmann equation with cosmological constant is recovered when we set
the background fields u, sij , and snn to zero. Note that
Eq. (22) is automatically satisfied in the standard case,
but in the presence of background fields it poses an additional constraint that must be taken into account.
We highlight that spacetime homogeneity and spatial
isotropy of GR imply a diagonal energy-momentum tensor. As a consequence, energy-momentum conservation
for matter, ∇µ (Tm )µν = 0, leads to
ρ̇ = −3H(ρ + P ) .

(23)

With the standard equation of state P = wρ where w
is a characteristic parameter for matter, radiation, etc.,
Eq. (23) allows us to deduce a relationship between the
matter density and the scale factor:
ρ=

ρ0 (a0 )3(1+w)
,
a3(1+w)

(24)
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where a0 = a(t0 ) and ρ = ρ(t0 ) at an initial time t0 .
In the modified setting based on Eq. (2), homogeneity is
lost, as the background fields in a curved spacetime manifold necessarily depend on the coordinates [64]. This
property implies diffeomorphism violation, after all. As
mentioned before, if a background vierbein is employed
to define background fields from sµν in freely falling inertial frames [68], even spatial isotropy is lost in most cases.
Thus, a constraint of the form of Eq. (23) does not necessarily apply to the modified scenario, anymore. So we
are free to choose a different class of energy-momentum
tensor. However, we will continue describing matter as a
perfect fluid, as usual, since matter is assumed to be standard and the gravity-sector background fields supposedly
involve minuscule component coefficients. Indeed, a description of matter via a perfect fluid is also convenient
from a technical point of view, which is why Eq. (23)
shall be taken over to our setting.
Now, we turn towards deriving the second modified
Friedmann equation. The second Friedmann equation in
GR is a suitable linear combination of the first Friedmann equation and the dynamical part of the Einstein
equations. The dynamics of GR is encoded in the purely
spacelike part of the Einstein equations, i.e.,
Gij + Λg ij = (Tm )ij ,

Gij = Rij −

R ij
g ,
2

(25)

where Gij is the spatial part of the Einstein tensor. Alternatively, to understand the dynamics of Einstein’s gravity, the Hamilton equation
π̇ ij = {π ij , H} ,

(26)

can be consulted where H is the GR Hamiltonian based
on the ADM decomposition and π ij is the canonical
momentum density [61]. Here, {A, B} denote suitably
defined Poisson brackets of the (tensor-valued) objects
A and B, which are functions of hkl , π mn , etc. and
whose index structures are omitted for brevity. Both
approaches provide the same dynamical equations.
An intriguing property of GR is that the second Friedmann equation can be shown to be a consequence of the
first Friedmann equation when energy-momentum conservation for matter, i.e., Eq. (23), is employed. In particular, differentiating the first Friedmann equation for
time, using energy-momentum conservation, and inserting the first Friedmann equation again subsequently gives
rise to the second Friedmann equation [79]. Therefore,
the second Friedmann equation in GR can be regarded
as superfluous and the focus is usually on the first Friedmann equation only.
Diffeomorphism invariance is a crucial characteristic
of GR and the diffeomorphism group provides a considerable symmetry structure that many of the interesting
properties of GR are based on. What holds in GR is not
necessarily valid when diffeomorphism symmetry breaks
down. For example, the constraint structure and number
of physical degrees of freedom is subject to significant alterations, as demonstrated, e.g., in f (Q) gravity [94]. In

our context, as it turns out, the dynamical part of the
modified Einstein equations of Eq. 2 in combination with
Eq. (21) provide a result that differs from the equation
that follows from differentiating Eq. (21) for time and using energy-momentum conservation. So we interpret the
remarkable property of the second Friedmann equation in
GR being an implication of the first Friedmann equation
plus energy-momentum conservation as a consequence of
diffeomorphism invariance.
As it is the modified Einstein equations that are fundamental, we employ the latter to derive the second modified Friedmann equations of Eq. (2) without resorting
to the time derivative of Eq. (21). The recent results of
Ref. [82] are highly beneficial to perform these calculations based on the FLRW metric. We will also need to
evaluate various Lie derivatives of background field coefficients. Notice that the Lie derivative of a scalar field
amounts to a directional derivative as follows:
Lm u = mµ ∂µ u = N nµ ∂µ u
= N n0 u̇ + N ni Di u = u̇ − N i Di u .

(27)

Here we have used that N n0 = 1 and N ni = −N i . Furthermore, as N = 1 and N i = 0 hold in a nonperturbed
FLRW metric, we deduce Lm = u̇ directly. Now, turning
to sµν , we consult Ref. [89] for the definition of the Lie
derivative for a rank-2 tensor-valued background field:
Lm sρσ = mµ ∂µ sρσ − (∂λ mρ )sλσ − (∂λ mσ )sρλ
= ṡρσ − N i ∂i sρσ − (∂λ mρ )sλσ − (∂λ mσ )sρλ .
(28)
But ∂λ mρ = 0, since the component m0 is constant and
the components mi depend on N i , which are zero in a
nonperturbed FLRW metric. Thus, the Lie derivative
amounts to a simple time derivative: Lm sρσ = ṡρσ .
So in a FLRW spacetime, Eq. (8) translates to u̇ =
ṡnn = ṡij = 0. Then, each background field is taken
as static. In addition, we deduce the following valuable
relation for the time derivative of the trace of sij :
ṡ = 2aȧsij g̃ij + a2 ṡij g̃ij = 2a2 Hsij g̃ij = 2Hs .

(29)

As the trace involves the FLRW metric by definition, its
time derivative does not simply vanish, but it is proportional to the trace itself. Another useful relationship is
s̈ = 2s(Ḣ + 2H 2 ), which expresses the second-order time
derivative of the trace s in terms of the trace proper.
The modified Einstein equations for the action of
Eq. (2) with Λ = 0 are stated in Ref. [65]. Their purely
spacelike part follows from the findings of Sec. IV in
Ref. [82] with Eq. (20) and the latter results for the Lie
derivatives of the controlling coefficients taken into account. The first Friedmann equation in Eq. (21) is then
divided by 2 and subtracted from the dynamical equations leading to a perturbation of the second Friedmann
equation of GR. For background fields satisfying Eq. (8),
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we obtain



k
1
2
2
+H
ρ + 3P − 2Λ + 2s
Ḣ + H = −
6Ξ
a2

1
1
i
i nn
i
+ Di D u − Di D s − Di D s ,
2
2
(30)
where Ḣ + H 2 = ä/a. To the best of our knowledge,
the set of modified Friedmann equations in Eqs. (21),
(30) based on the action of Eq. (2) has been derived here
for the first time. In conjunction with the additional constraint of Eq. (22) they are necessary to draw conclusions
on the time evolution of a Universe whose gravitational
laws are based on the action of Eq. (2). For vanishing
background fields, the second Friedmann equation with
cosmological constant is reproduced, as expected.
Both equations involve the background fields as well as
second-order spatial derivatives of the latter, but firstorder derivatives do not occur. Also, when multiplying both Friedmann equations with Ξ, they are linear
in the background fields, which is an implication from
the action as well as the modified Einstein equations being linear in the coefficients u, snn , sij . For completeness
and reasons of comparison, the field equations that follow from differentiating Eq. (21) for time as well as using
energy-momentum conservation for matter will be stated
in App. A.
IV.

STUDY OF ACCELERATED EXPANSION
OF THE UNIVERSE

In what follows, we will particularly be interested in
understanding whether or not the background fields u
and sµν of Eq. (2) are capable of driving an accelerated
expansion of a Universe that contains ordinary matter
and radiation only. Thus, we will set Λ = 0. The inflationary regime immediately after the Big Bang as well
as observations of the current state of our Universe hint
towards the existence of accelerated stages [1–10]. Mathematically, the condition of an accelerated expansion can
be described in terms of the scale factor as
ä > 0 ,

(31)

which translates into a negative deceleration parameter:
äa
(32)
q := − 2 < 0 .
ȧ
In the cosmological standard model, by taking the second
Friedmann equation and the condition of Eq. (31) into
consideration, we get the following inequality between
the pressure P and the energy density ρ of matter:
ρ
P <− .
(33)
3
With this finding at hand, we infer that a stage of accelerated expansion in standard cosmology is caused by an entity that breaks the Strong Energy Condition (SEC) [95],

which implies it having a negative pressure. Since standard matter respects the SEC, the usual way to proceed
in inflation is to add a scalar field whose potential dominates over the kinetic term in a slow-roll regime [37, 96].
The common way to implement an accelerated stage into
a particular model of our Universe is to resort to Dark
Energy. Incorporating a cosmological constant into the
action, this source can be described by means of an equation of state P = −ρ satisfying the inequality of Eq. (33).
On the other hand, different sources can be used to mimic
the effects of Dark Energy such as new scalar fields or
fluids with different equations of state (see the reviews
[97, 98] for details). However, in any case, a new kind of
matter that violates the SEC is introduced.
In the context of the gravitational SME, we have found
that there are changes in the Friedmann equations (see
Eqs. (21) and (30)) that have the potential to drive a
quite different scenario compared to a setting with only
standard matter and radiation. We will analyze separate
cases for the sake of simplicity. Besides, in accordance
with experimental measurements of the curvature of our
Universe [6–8], k = 0 is to be employed in our forthcoming analyses.
A.

Scalar background u

First of all, we consider a scenario where sµν = 0 such
that we are able to focus on the scalar background field u.
The modified Einstein equations for this case are [65]
(4)

Gαβ = (Tm )αβ + (T Ru )αβ ,

(34a)

with the four-dimensional Einstein tensor (4) Gαβ , the
energy-momentum tensor (Tm )αβ for matter, and the
characteristic two-tensor
(T Ru )αβ = −∇α ∇β u + g αβ ∇2 u + u(4) Gαβ ,

(34b)

that involves the background field. Computing the covariant derivative of the latter leads to
∇α (T Ru )αβ = −∇2 ∇β u + (∇α g αβ )∇2 u + ∇β ∇2 u
+ (∇α u)(4) Gαβ ,

(35)

whereby metric compatibility implies
∇α (T Ru )αβ = (∇α u)(4) Gαβ .

(36)

At this point we are coming to an essential feature of
gravity theories modified by nondynamical background
fields coupling to spacetime curvature. Recall the second Bianchi identities of (pseudo)-Riemannian geometry,
which are frequently written as ∇µ (4) Gµν = 0 in the context of GR. It is these identities that severely restrict the
freedom of choosing a background field violating diffeomorphism invariance explicitly. Applying them to the
modified Einstein equations provides a set of additional
restrictions on the background field that are often denoted as no-go results in the literature [64, 68, 99, 100].
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Because of these limitations as well as energy-momentum
conservation in the matter sector, we have that
∇α (T Ru )αβ = 0 ⇒ ∇α u = 0 ,

(37)

which provides ∇i u = ∂i u = 0 in addition to u̇ = 0 already being satisfied due to the conditions of Eq. (8).
Then, the scalar field u also obeys the additional constraint of Eq. (22).
Now, let us draw conclusions on a possible accelerated stage of the Universe from the modified Friedmann
equations. After using Eq. (30), the condition of Eq. (31)
reads
ä
1
=−
(ρ + 3P + Di Di u) > 0 .
a
6(1 − u)

(38)

As long as gravitational fields are weak enough, we expect
that |u|  1 such that 1 − u > 0. Hence, due to Eq. (37),
i

ρ + 3P + Di D u = ρ + 3P < 0 .

(39)

Then, the Friedmann equations for k = 0 read
H2 =

1
ρ,
3(1 − u)

ä
1
=−
(ρ + 3P ) .
a
6(1 − u)

(40a)

(40b)

Purely timelike background snn

Now, we consider the sector where u = 0 and sij = 0,
as well. Note that snn = s00 in Gaussian normal coordinates, but we will keep snn for notational consistency. In
general, the modified Einstein equations for sµν read [65]
(4)

Gαβ = (Tm )αβ + (T Rs )αβ ,

(T

)

1
= (g αβ sµν Rµν + ∇ν ∇α sνβ + ∇ν ∇β sνα
2
− ∇2 sαβ − g αβ ∇µ ∇ν sµν ) .
(41b)

Such as for the u sector discussed previously, no-go restrictions also play a role for the sµν sector. By taking
the divergence of Eq. (41b), we deduce
∇α (T Rs )αβ =

1 αβ
[g ∇α (sµν Rµν ) + ∇α ∇ν ∇α sνβ
2
+ ∇α ∇ν ∇β sνα − ∇α ∇2 sαβ
− g αβ ∇α ∇µ ∇ν sµν ] .

3snn
...
(2ȧä + a a ) ,
a2

(43a)

∇α (T Rs )α1 = −

3ä
∂r snn ,
2a3

(43b)

∇α (T Rs )α2 = −

3ä
∂θ snn ,
2a3 r2

(43c)

∇α (T Rs )α3 = −

3ä
∂φ snn .
sin2 θ

2a3 r2

(43d)

The second Bianchi identities and energy-momentum
conservation encoded in Eq. (23) imply
∇α (T Rs )αβ = 0 .

(44)

Therefore, the only possibility of satisfying Eq. (22) and
Eq. (44) for β = 1, 2, 3 is snn = c1 with a constant c1 . In
addition, Eq. (43a) equated to zero implies an additional
condition that involves the FLRW scale factor:


d
d3 a
1 2
(45)
2ȧä + a 3 = 0 ⇔
äa + ȧ = 0 .
dt
dt
2

1
äa + ȧ2 = c2 ,
2

(42)

(46)

with another constant c2 . Equation (46) establishes a
requirement on the scale factor if c1 6= 0. Standard
cosmology is provided by c1 = 0, which gets rid of the
background field. As before, it is reasonable to assume
|snn |  1 in the presence of weak gravitational fields.
Consequently, it holds that 1 − snn > 0. In this case,
both Friedmann equations for k = 0 are


1
1
i nn
H2 =
ρ
−
D
D
s
,
(47a)
i
3(1 − snn )
2
Ḣ + H 2 = −

1
6(1 − snn )

(41a)

with
Rs αβ

∇α (T Rs )α0 =

Therefore, we deduce that

In this case, defining an effective density and pressure
via ρeff := ρ/(1 − u) and Peff := P/(1 − u), respectively, cosmological expansion occurs in the same way
as in the standard case without diffeomorphism violation
described by u. The latter background field then simply
gives rise to a constant scaling factor that does not have
any impact on the time evolution of the Universe.
B.

Evaluating the components of the latter for the FLRW
spacetime of Eq. (17) explicitly, gives rise to



1
ρ + 3P − Di Di snn .
2
(47b)

The constraint of Eq. (22) as well as Eqs. (43b) – (43d) set
to zero imply Di snn = ∂i snn = 0. Then, by subtracting
Eq. (47a) from Eq. (47b), we arrive at
Ḣ = −

ρ+P
.
2(1 − snn )

(48)

Thus, the double covariant derivative of snn is completely
eliminated from the modified Friedmann equations. We
then observe that the term 1 − snn acts like a rescaling of
the conventional time evolution. Therefore, a regime of
accelerated expansion requires a suitable source, because
baryonic matter and electromagnetic radiation respect
the SEC.
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Although this case resembles the standard scenario
without any background fields present, snn cannot simply be absorbed into the matter density and pressure,
which distinguishes snn from the background field u of
Sec. IV A. Note that Eq. (46) corresponds to an extra
condition, which does not occur for u. The latter combined with Eq. (48) modifies the behavior of the scale
factor. To see this, we use a standard equation of state
for matter, P = wρ, and write Eq. (48) in terms of the
scale factor to obtain
1+w
ä ȧ2
− 2 =−
ρ.
a a
2(1 − snn )
Inserting Eq. (46) results in


3ȧ2
1
1+w
c2 −
=−
ρ.
a2
2
2(1 − snn )

(49)

(50)

It is now helpful to employ the previously derived
Eq. (24), which is an implication of energy-momentum
conservation, in Eq. (50):
2
ȧ2 = c3 a−(1+3w) + c2 ,
3

1+w
ρ0 (a0 )3(1+w) .
3(1 − snn )
(51)
A solution of this differential equation with negative deceleration parameter of Eq. (32) was not found. For a
Universe without matter present, meaning ρ = 0, we
have c3 = 0. Then, the first contribution in Eq. (51)
is eliminated and we arrive at
c3 =

ȧ2 =

2
c2 .
3

Tensor-valued purely spacelike background sij

Finally, we consider a scenario with u = snn = 0. Since
s is described by 6 independent coefficients, a general
study of its impact is cumbersome. To gain an initial
understanding of its implications, we have to respect the
additional constraint of Eq. (22) that requires
ij

Di sij = 0 .

ρ + 3P ≶

(53)

Rearranging Eq. (30) with Eq. (53) taken into account
as well as k = 0 inserted leads to
ρ
H2 =
,
(54a)
3+s


1
1
Ḣ + H 2 = −
ρ + 3P − Di Di s + 2sH 2 .
6(1 + s/3)
2
(54b)

1
Di Di s − 2sH 2 ,
2

s ≷ −3 .

(55a)
(55b)

Inserting the first Friedmann equation and using the
equation of state P = wρ for standard matter and radiation leads to a chain of inequalities:
2s
1
Di Di s −
ρ < 0 < (1 + 3w)ρ
2
3+s
1
2s
< Di D i s −
ρ.
2
3+s

(56)

Let us now choose a particular example for a background
field sµν with nonzero purely spacelike entries only:


0 0 0
0
0 1 0

0
,
sµν = −α 
(57)
 0 0 1/r2

0
2
2
0 0 0 1/(r sin θ)
where α is a dimensionless real parameter. The latter
tensor satisfies Eq. (53) and s = −3αa2 . Using this value
in Eq. (55b), the condition for the scale factor describing
an accelerated expansion of the Universe translates to
a2 <

(52)

A necessary condition for a physical solution is c2 ≥ 0,
whereupon a ∝ t if c2 6= 0. This scale factor describes
an empty Universe — with only the background field snn
present — that expands linearly. A behavior of this kind
resembles that of a Milne Universe [101].
C.

A stage of accelerated expansion now emerges when either the first or the second of the following sets of conditions is satisfied:

1
,
α

(58)

such that for α fixed, the scale factor must not exceed a
certain value to enable accelerated expansion. The trace
s in Eq. (55b) taking rather large (negative) values does
not contradict |sij |  1, as the size of sij is controlled
by α.
An explicit computation of ∇α (T Rs )αβ in Eq. (42)
shows that it is identically zero. Thus, this particular
case is intriguing, as the no-go results [64, 68] do not
lead to further restrictions of the scale factor. Moreover,
the choice of Eq. (57) also satisfies Di Di s = 0. We then
deduce from Eq. (56) that
1 + 3w <

2αa2
1 + 3w
⇔
< a2 .
1 − αa2
3(1 + w)α

(59)

Hence, by taking Eq. (58) into account, accelerated expansion for standard matter with w = 0 occurs when the
scale factor squared lies within the range given by
1
1
< a2 < ,
3α
α

(60a)

where for standard radiation with w = 1/3 it must hold
that
1
1
< a2 < .
2α
α

(60b)
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a(t)

q(t)
t2

t1

t1

t2

t

FIG. 1. Behavior of the scale factor as a function of time
for w = 1/3 and with the background of Eq. (57) present.
The blue (plain) line illustrates the standard behavior for
α = 0 and the red (dashed) line shows the modified scale
factor, which follows from solving Eq. (62) numerically for
α = 9 × 10−3 . The highlighted region indicates a time window of accelerated expansion. Furthermore, the black (dotted) vertical line on the left-hand side illustrates the instant
of time t1 starting from which Eq. (58) is satisfied. The vertical line on the right-hand side shows the instant of time t2
where the modified solution becomes complex.

Now let us turn to Eq. (54), which can be reformulated
with the help of our previous findings:
H2 =

1
ρ,
3(1 − αa2 )

Ḣ + H 2 = −

(61a)

1
(ρ + 3P − 6αa2 H 2 ) .
6(1 − αa2 )

(61b)

Note that Eq. (61b) is a consequence of Eq. (61a) and
energy-momentum conservation for matter, i.e., Eq. (24).
So after taking the no-go conditions into account, the
second Friedmann results from the first such as in GR —
recall the statements made under Eq. (25). Hence, it is
sufficient to study Eq. (61a), which then takes the form
ȧ = √

1
ζ
a− 2 (1+3w) ,
1 − αa2

r
ζ=

t

FIG. 2. Plot of the deceleration parameter q(t) of Eq. (32) obtained for the numerical solution of Eq. (62) for α = 9 × 10−3
where the blue, plain (red, dashed) curve shows the standard
(modified) behavior. The highlighted region indicates the period t ∈ [t1 , t2 ] characterized by a q(t) < 0. The existence of
this region is clearly related to the range of the scale factor
given in Eq. (60b).

Our observation is that the time frame where Eq. (58)
is satisfied coincides with ä > 0 being valid, as expected. Hence, there is a short period where an accelerated expansion takes place and at the end of this stage
the scale factor becomes imaginary. This result is expected in Eq. (62), because the square root is real only if
1 − αa2 > 0. However, when t exceeds a certain instant
of time, a(t) becomes complex and loses its interpretation as a scale factor. This behavior is traced back to the
requirement of satisfying Eq. (55b) without any sources
of exotic matter or radiation present to drive the accelerated expansion.

1.

Angle-independent sij

A second possible choice for a purely spacelike background tensor is
0
L 0
= −2 2 
0
r
0


3
ρ0
(a0 ) 2 (1+w) . (62)
3

We solve Eq. (62) numerically by considering ζ = 1,
α = 9 × 10−3 , and w = 1/3 for a radiation-dominated
Universe. The numerical solution for the scale factor is
contrasted with the standard behavior of the latter in
Fig. 1. Furthermore, Fig. 2 illustrates the deceleration
parameter q(t) of Eq. (32) to show that the numerical
solution satisfies q < 0 in the region of interest.

2

sµν

0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0


0
0
,
0
0

(63)

with a length scale L that must be introduced for dimensional consistency. Note that sµν is a dimensionless
object — at least in Cartesian coordinates. As sµν effectively incorporates Planck scale effects, the length scale L
is expected to lie in the vicinity of the Planck length. An
explicit evaluation of Eq. (42) gives a single component
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that is not automatically equal to zero:
∇α Tsα1 =

2L2
(2ȧ2 + aä) .
a2 r3

(64)

Then, the no-go conditions of Eq. (44) imply a restriction
of the scale factor:
2ȧ2 + aä = 0 .

(65)

With this choice the Friedmann equations are not modified, at all. Furthermore, Eq. (44) does not provide another constraint for the scale factor. Therefore, a new
source violating the SEC is definitely required to drive
accelerated expansion. This finding teaches us that certain background fields such as Eq. (66) may be present
without having any impact on cosmological time evolution. They are deemed to be unobservable from a cosmological point of view.

The latter equation is associated with a constant value
for the deceleration parameter of Eq. (32). This value
amount to q = 2, which is positive, whereupon the choice
of Eq. (63) forbids a stage of accelerated expansion of the
Universe.

2.

Peculiar choice of sij

Finally, let us consider another choice of a purely
spacelike background field sµν given by
0
L̃  0
= 4 
0
r
0


3

sµν

0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0


0
1
,
0
0

(66)

with another length scale L̃ introduced for dimensional
consistency. The latter choice leads to an interesting conclusion. Since s = 0, it satisfies the relation of Eq. (53).

V.

GENERAL MODIFIED FRIEDMANN
EQUATIONS

Insights gained in the recent paper [82] suggest that
Eq. (8) is not necessary to establish a consistent dynamics of the theory based on Eq. (2). Thus, it is worthwhile
to understand the cosmological impact of Eq. (2) without these conditions taken into account. By doing so,
the background fields proper are no longer static and are
directly affected by the time evolution of the Universe.
So this scenario is more generic than that studied previously. The first modified Friedmann equation follows
from computing the functional derivative of Eq. (10) for
N without incorporating Eq. (8). The second is obtained
from the purely spacelike part of the modified Einstein
equations, as described in Sec. III. They are cast into the
form



1
1
1
s k
H =
− Di Di u − Di Di snn + Di Dj sij
ρ
+
Λ
−
3
1
−
u
+
nn
2
3(1 − u − s + s/3)
3 a
2
2


ṡnn
1 ij
+ 3H u̇ +
− ṡ hij
,
2
6
2

1
Ḣ + H = −
6(1 − u − snn + s/3)
2




1
1
k
2
ρ + 3P − 2Λ + 2s 2 + H + Di Di u − Di Di snn − Di Di s
a
2
2
 


3 nn 1 ij
s̈nn
1 ij
− 3 H u̇ + ṡ − ṡ hij + ü +
− s̈ hij
.
2
2
2
6

The modified Friedmann equations for static background
fields stated in Eq. (21) and Eq. (30), respectively, are
recovered for u̇ = ṡnn = ṡij = 0, as expected. In the
scenario of time-dependent backgrounds, there are additional contributions that involve products of the Hubble parameter with time derivatives of background fields.
Note that Eq. (67b) even contains second-order time
derivatives of the backgrounds.

Furthermore, there is an additional constraint, which is

(67a)



(67b)

inferred from the functional derivative of Eq. (10) for N i :

0 = Di H(4 + 2u − snn − s)hik + 2Hsik



ṡnn
+ ṡik .
− 2hik u̇ +
2

(68)

The latter is automatically satisfied for vanishing controlling coefficients as was the case for Eq. (22) derived
earlier for static backgrounds. In what follows, we will
again discard the cosmological constant Λ as well as the
scalar curvature k.
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A.

Scalar background u

We start by considering the scalar background field u
and set snn = sij = 0. Since Lm u is now taken to be
different from zero, the modified Friedmann equations
deduced from Eqs. (67a), (67b) read
1
H2 =
(ρ − Di Di u + 3H u̇) ,
3(1 − u)
Ḣ + H 2 = −

(69a)



1
ρ + 3P + Di Di u − 3(H u̇ + ü) ,
6(1 − u)
(69b)

where both involve spatial as well as time derivatives of
u. We must also bear in mind the additional constraint
from Eq. (68):
0 = Di [H(4 + 2u)hik − 2hik u̇] .

(70)

The latter implies

∇α (T Rs )α1 = −

3ä
∂r snn ,
2a3

(75b)

∇α (T Rs )α2 = −

3ä
∂θ snn ,
2a3 r2

(75c)

∇α (T Rs )α3 = −

3ä
∂φ snn .
2a3 r2 sin2 θ

(75d)

The condition ∇α (T Rs )αβ = 0 for β = 1, 2, 3 implies
that snn can only depend on time. For a constant snn ,
we recover the outcome of Sec. IV B, as expected. Equation (75a) further leads to




d3 a
1
nn
nn
6s
2ȧä + a 3 + 9aäṡ
= 0,
(76)
2a2
dt
which can be solved for the time derivative of the background field:


2 1 d3 a
ṡnn = −
+
2H
snn .
(77)
3 ä dt3

Moreover, the background field u must obey the condition of Eq. (37), i.e.,

Aside from that, the extra constraint of Eq. (74) provides
0 = ∂i (Hsnn + ṡnn ). As a consequence, Hsnn + ṡnn = f
with a time-dependent function f = f (t). Then the firstorder time derivative of the background field amounts to

∇α u = ∂ α u = 0 .

ṡnn = f − Hsnn .

0 = Di (Hu − u̇) .

(71)

(72)

This requirement is only satisfied for constant u. As
we already found in Sec. IV A, a constant u can be
eliminated by rescaling the matter density and pressure.
Hence, novel, interesting cosmological scenarios based on
a nonzero background field u are not gained from discarding Lm u = 0.

(78)

By comparing Eq. (77) with Eq. (78) we observe that
f = 0 must be set to eliminate snn from both sides of
the equation. So,


2 1 d3 a
+ 2H ,
(79)
H=
3 ä dt3
which leads to the Hubble parameter:

B.

Purely timelike background snn

H=−

The next step is to study the second scalar background
field snn with u = sij = 0. In this case, Eqs. (67a), (67b)
imply


1
1
3
i nn
nn
H2 =
ρ
−
D
D
s
+
H
ṡ
,
i
3(1 − snn )
2
2
(73a)

1
1
Ḣ + H = −
ρ + 3P − Di Di snn
6(1 − snn )
2

3
nn
nn
− (3H ṡ + s̈ ) . (73b)
2
2

The constraint of Eq. (68) provides
0 = Di [H(4 − snn )hik − hik ṡnn ] .

(74)

Besides, the no-go restriction of Eq. (42) applied to this
particular case requires us to compute




d3 a
1
∇α (T Rs )α0 = 2 6snn 2ȧä + a 3 + 9aäṡnn ,
2a
dt
(75a)

2 d3 a
.
ä dt3

(80)

The latter has a solution of the form a(t) = (t/t0 )4/3
where t0 is an initial time. With this result at our disposal, we have
Hsnn + ṡnn = 0 ,

(81)

which allows us to determine snn = snn (t) = 1/a(t).
Note that the previous information has solely been obtained from the no-go conditions and the constraint of
Eq. (74).
Having determined the solutions for the scale factor
a(t) and the background field snn , we can devote ourselves to the modified Friedmann equations, which have
not been employed, so far. Taking into account that snn
does not depend on the spatial coordinates, the modified
Friedmann equations (73) read


1
3
nn
H2 =
ρ
+
H
ṡ
,
(82a)
3(1 − snn )
2
Ḣ + H 2 = −

1
6(1 − snn )




9
3
ρ + 3P − H ṡnn − s̈nn .
2
2
(82b)
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At this point, a comparison of the latter to Eqs. (64),
(65) of Ref. [80] is worthwhile. A reasonable starting
point is established by subtracting 1/2 of their Eq. (64)
from Eq. (65), which provides the combination Ḣ +H 2 on
the left-hand side. Then, it is intriguing to observe that
their modified Friedmann equations almost correspond
to ours in the snn sector except of the s00 ä/a term in
their Eq. (64), which does not have a counterpart in our
Eq. (82a). However, one must take into account that
the authors of Ref. [80] study a modified-gravity theory
where Rµν is contracted with the lower-index background
field sµν . Furthermore, they employ a different methodology to derive their modified Friedmann equations.
Now, by using Eq. (81) and its derivative in the Friedmann equations, a little algebra allows them to be recast
as follows:
2
H2 =
ρ,
(83a)
3(2 − snn )
2
Ḣ + H = −
3(4 − 3snn )
2



3
ρ + 3P + H 2 snn
2


. (83b)

In Eq. (83a) we employ Eq. (24), which expresses the
matter density in terms of the scale factor. Also, snn =
snn (t) = 1/a(t) with a(t) = (t/t0 )4/3 such that
 2   23
 −4w
t
3
t
t
3(1+w) 2
2
− ρ0 a0
t0
−
= 0 . (84)
t0
t0
8
t0
The latter algebraic equation is only satisfied for particular instants of time. Our conclusion is that the modified
Friedmann equations for snn are incompatible.
C.

Tensor-valued purely spacelike background sij

Finally, we study the scenario of a nonzero tensorvalued background field sij and set u = snn = 0.
Here, the modified Friedmann equations obtained from
Eqs. (67a), (67b) read


1
H
1
ρ + Di Dj sij − ṡij hij ,
H2 =
3(1 + s/3)
2
2
(85a)

1
1
Ḣ + H = −
ρ + 3P − Di Di s + 2sH 2
6(1 + s/3)
2

1
ij
ij
+ (3H ṡ hij + s̈ hij ) .
2
(85b)
2

The constraint following from Eq. (68) amounts to


0 = Di H(4 − s)hik + 2Hsik + ṡik .
(86)
Solving these equations together with the no-go results of
Eq. (44) has turned out to be highly challenging. Therefore, we leave it open as an interesting task to be tackled
in future papers to come.

VI.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In this work we analyzed modified cosmologies based
on particular nondynamical scalar- and tensor-valued
background fields of the gravitational SME [64–68].
These backgrounds give rise to diffeomorphism violation,
which we expected to have far-reaching consequences on
the time evolution of the Universe. Our primary interest
was to answer the question whether or not field configurations exist that are able to drive an accelerated expansion
of the Universe with only standard matter and radiation
present. The completely obscure nature of Dark Energy,
which in the ΛCDM model is taken as the driving force
behind the current accelerated expansion of the Universe,
largely served as an incentive to do so. In addition, the
results were expected to be equally applicable to inflation.
We focused on two background fields that are known
as u and sµν in the SME literature. The analysis was
based on the modified Einstein equations as well as
the ADM-decomposed action of the gravitational SME,
which had been developed for these backgrounds in earlier works [81, 82]. A decomposition of sµν into a purely
timelike sector governed by a single coefficient snn and a
purely spacelike sector parameterized by six coefficients
sij turned out to be convenient. In the first part of the
investigation, each background field was assumed to be
independent of time. Using this additional restriction
simplified the computations and was a first step to understand the implications of the backgrounds u, snn , and
sij on cosmology. However, this restriction was entirely
dropped in the second part of the paper, introducing further technical complications.
Moreover, we took into consideration additional no-go
conditions that emerge in the presence of nondynamical background fields in modified-gravity theories [64, 68,
99, 100]. We then derived the first and second modified
Friedmann equations for each of the sectors governed by
u, snn , and sij . On the one hand, the scalar background
field u was found to act as a mere scaling factor that can
be absorbed into a redefined density and pressure of standard matter. Therefore, it does not imply a nonstandard
regime of accelerated expansion of the Universe. Furthermore, although we assert that snn is not a simple scaling
factor, it does also not result in a stage of accelerated
expansion.
On the other hand, the time evolution of the Universe
based on a nonzero sij was found to exhibit more interesting behaviors. We studied different explicit choices of this
background. One choice implies an accelerated expansion
without exotic matter present, but only within a very restricted time frame. At a certain instant of time, the scale
factor becomes complex and loses its physical interpretation, which is indicative of a breakdown of the effective
model under study. Finding other background field configurations that lead to the desired behavior turned out
to be intricate. Some configurations were encountered to
reproduce the standard evolution equations, i.e., they are
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not expected to be observable in cosmology, at all.
The outcomes of this paper demonstrate the challenge
of finding suitable choices for nontrivial background fields
u and sµν that satisfy all the necessary requirements of
Eqs. (8), (37), (44) and provide interesting cosmological
behaviors. Unfortunately, as was demonstrated in Sec. V,
the situation does not change much by dropping Eq. (8),
i.e., by allowing for time-dependent background fields.
There is still too little freedom in choosing background
fields u and sµν such that an accelerated expansion can
occur over long periods without exotic forms of matter
and radiation. To the best of our knowledge, together
with Refs. [80, 83, 84], our paper is one of the first to
apply the gravitational SME to cosmology. The methods
developed and findings made shall serve as a precursor
for further research to be carried out in this interesting
subfield.
One possibility of disregarding the very restrictive
no-go results of Eqs. (37), (44) would be to elaborate
modified-gravity theories based on the gravitational SME
with diffeomorphism invariance violated spontaneously
such as in bumblebee-type models [102–115]. By doing
so, conflicts with the Bianchi identities of Riemannian
geometry are neatly avoided. Other complications may
then arise by having to choose suitable potentials for the
background fields as well as having to take fluctuations
of the backgrounds into account. The latter transform
in a nontrivial way under diffeomorphisms, i.e., they are
indispensable to restore diffeomorphism symmetry of the
theory.
Another intriguing question to answer could be
whether the method of functional derivatives of the
ADM-decomposed action provides the same modified
Friedmann equations as the Hamiltonian or covariant approaches. Based on the findings of Ref. [81], this is definitely expected to be the case for background fields that
obey Eq. (8). According to Ref. [82], the Hamiltonian

Ḣ + H 2 ≈ −

1
6Ξ

approach is consistent with the covariant formalism even
when dropping Eq. (8). However, what can be said about
the technique that relies on the functional derivatives of
the action is open for investigation. These lines of research may provide a worthwhile future continuation of
the current project.
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Appendix A: Alternative evolution equations

Here we intend to derive another set of equations from
the first modified Friedmann equation by following the
procedure often employed in GR. First of all, we will focus on time-independent background fields. By differentiating Eq. (21) for the time variable, using Eq. (23), and
inserting the first Friedmann equation again, we arrive
at an alternative modification of the second Friedmann
equation of GR. There are two possibilities of putting
the latter on paper. The first is to have it depend on
the scalar curvature k explicitly. In the second form, k is
eliminated via the first Friedmann equation of Eq. (21):

k
1 ρ 1
=
+ (Di Dj sij − Di Di snn − 2Di Di u)
a2
Υ 3 6

Λ
(A1)
+ − ΞH 2 .
3
The two equivalent forms are then given by



2s
2
1+
ρ + 3P − (1 − u − snn )Λ
3Ξ
Ξ




s
snn
2ssnn k
− 1−
1+
(Di Dj sij − Di Di snn − 2Di Di u) −
,
3Υ
Ξ
Ξ a2

(A2a)

and




2s
s 
1+
% + 3P − 2Λ − 1 −
(Di Dj sij − Di Di snn − 2Di Di u)
3Υ
3Υ


s
Λ
−
snn H 2 +
,
3ΞΥ
3

Ḣ + H 2 ≈ −

1
6Ξ

respectively. Here we employed the symbol ≈, which
stands for “weakly equal to zero” [58] in this context,
as the treatment and interpretation of the previous rela-

(A2b)

tionships require special care. Since Eqs. (A2a), (A2b)
are deduced from the first modified Friedmann equation,
which is a constraint, the latter equations are only valid
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whenever the original constraint is satisfied.
The number of terms in Eq. (A2a) is larger compared
to Eq. (A2b). However, the right-hand side of Eq. (A2b)
contains the Hubble parameter being not the case in
Eq. (A2a). By comparing the latter to Eq. (30), vast

differences between these equations are evident. Note
that Eq. (30) is linear in the background fields, whereas
Eqs. (A2b), (A2b) are not.
Allowing for time-dependent background fields leads
to





Υ̇
Υ̇
1+
(ρ + Λ) + 3(P − Λ) − 1 −
(Di Dj sij − Di Di snn − 2Di Di u)
HΥ
2HΥ

1
Ḣ  ij
H2
ṡ hij − 3(u̇ + ṡnn )
−
(Di Dj ṡij − Di Di ṡnn − 2Di Di u̇) + 2ssnn
+
2H
Υ
2H

s  nn i
Hh
nn
(2 − 2u + s )u̇ + 2 − 2u +
ṡ
+3
Υ
3




1
1
s 3
ṡnn
+ ṡij hij − ṡkl hkl + H 2 − 2u + snn +
+
u̇ +
Υ
6
3
2
3


1
3 u̇
+ s̈ij hij −
(2u̇ + ṡnn ) + 2ü + s̈nn
.
2
2 Υ

Ḣ + H 2 ≈ −

1
6Ξ

(A3)

Here we also quickly observe that Eq. (A3) strongly differs from Eq. (67b), although each reproduces the second
Friedmann equation of GR for vanishing controlling coefficients u, snn , sij . Furthermore, Eq. (A2b) is reproduced
from Eq. (A3) when the background field coefficients are

assumed to be static. A more sophisticated understanding of Eqs. (A2a), (A2b), and (A3) requires an elaborate
study of the constraint structure of Eq. (2) as well as the
time evolution of constraints, which is beyond the scope
of this work.
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